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Abstract8

Background9

Conjugation enables the exchange of genetic elements throughout environments, including the human gut10

microbiome. Conjugative elements can carry and transfer clinically relevant metabolic pathways which makes11

precise identification of these systems in metagenomic samples clinically important.12

Results13

Here, we outline two distinct methods to identify conjugative elements in the human gut microbiome. We14

first show that conjugative elements exhibit strong population and age-level stratification. Furthermore,15

the taxonomic compositions of the conjugative elements differ from the composition of the metagenome16

assembled genomes, both in terms of the number of assembled elements and the relative abundances of the17

assembled systems. Finally, we demonstrate that the majority of assembled conjugative elements are not18

included within metagenomic bins, and that only a small proportion of the binned conjugative systems are19

included in “high-quality” metagenomic bins. Our findings highlight that conjugative systems differ between20

a North American inflammatory bowel disease cohort and a cohort of North American pre-term infants,21

but in a manner different than metagenome assembled genomes, revealing a potential use as an age-related22

biomarker. Additionally, conjugative systems can distinguish between other geographical-based cohorts.23

Conclusions24

Analysis of the human gut microbiome by shotgun metagenomic sequencing has revealed numerous con-25

nections to human health outcomes. Our findings emphasize the need to identify and analyze conjugative26

systems outside of standard metagenomic binning pipelines. We suggest that analysis of type IV conjugative27

systems should be added to the current metagenomic analysis approaches as they contain much information28

that could explain differences between cohorts beyond those we investigated.29

Background30

Bacteria can acquire exogenous DNA through horizontal gene transfer. Conjugation is a common mechanism31

of horizontal gene transfer that relies on direct cell-cell contact to unidirectionally transfer DNA from a32

bacterial donor to a recipient cell. In bacteria, integrative conjugative elements (ICEs) and conjugative33

plasmids are mobilizable through the actions of type IV secretion systems (T4SS). Approximately half of the34

known plasmids are mobilizable in trans where the conjugative machinery is on a different genetic element35

than the transferred element, and the remainder are mobilizable in cis because the conjugative machinery is36

present on the same genetic element [1]. ICEs encode their own T4SS, and can mobilize other elements [2].37

Conjugative elements (CEs) often contain antibiotic resistance genes, but also can harbour useful biosynthetic38

and biodegradation genes [3]. Furthermore, conjugative systems can serve as vectors to introduce clustered39
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regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) systems, metabolic pathways or novel functions40

into the gut microbiota [4–9]. Therefore, characterizing the full complement of conjugative systems in41

the human gut could expand the number of useable vectors for these applications. Precise identification of42

conjugative systems from metagenomic samples could also provide insights to their distribution in populations43

and their correlation with antibiotic exposure, age, and health status.44

For a DNA sequence to be considered mobilizable, it must encode an origin of transfer (oriT ) sequence45

that is recognized and nicked by a relaxase protein [1, 10]. Relaxase proteins contain a conserved histidine46

triad that coordinates a divalent metal ion, as well as tyrosine residues that bind the oriT DNA sequence47

and catalyzes the nicking reaction [11, 12]. In addition to a relaxase gene and an oriT sequence, a full48

complement of type IV secretion system and coupling proteins are required for a sequence to be mobilizable.49

In the well-studied Agrobacterium tumefaciens conjugative system, there are 12 proteins involved in the50

transfer of the DNA-relaxase complex from one bacterial cell to another [13, 14]. Homologs of the VirB451

ATPase that are essential for assembly of the conjugative system and DNA transfer are generally similar to52

the phylogeny of the bacteria harbouring them [15] and thus are useful for classifying conjugative systems53

[16]. The synteny of conjugative transfer genes is also highly conserved among conjugative systems [14].54

Both the synteny and presence of highly-conserved genes involved in conjugation facilitates the classification55

of genetic elements as potentially conjugative if the sequences are annotated as belonging to the components56

of the T4SS [17] (Figure 1).57

Previous work has identified novel CEs in the human and animal gut microbiomes, but the focus was mainly58

on ICEs and not on conjugative plasmids [3, 18, 19]. Identifying conjugative plasmids from a short-read59

metagenomic assembly is difficult for several reasons. The initial barrier is the difficulty in assembling60

circularized plasmids from short-read sequencing data [20]. A second barrier is that the contiguous DNA61

sequences (contigs) that compose metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) are binned together based on62

sequence composition and coverage. Binning of a plasmid with its cognate genome will not happen unless63

the contigs that compose the plasmid are maintained in the same copy-number and have the same sequence64

composition as the chromosome. These criteria are generally not met because conjugative systems are usually65

more AT rich than the cognate chromosome [1] and often do not have a unit copy number. Since nearly 80%66

of the non-redundant set of genomes from the human-gut microbiome are from difficult-to-culture species that67

are known only from MAGs [21], alternate methods must be employed to assemble and identify conjugative68

plasmids from the metagenomic sequencing data. Computational tools have recently been developed to69

identify plasmids from metagenomic assemblies [22], but would be rendered pointless if applied to already70

binned data that systematically excludes plasmids [23]. Methods that identify CEs prior to binning should71

be able to capture the full spectrum of ICEs and conjugative plasmids.72

Here, we show that T4SS conjugative systems can be identified using two distinct methods (Figure 2). First,73

we used profile HMMs (pHMMs) to identify conjugative systems directly from metagenomic assemblies74
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of North American inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and North American pre-term infant samples [17].75

Second, we searched predicted protein sequences versus UniRef90 [24] for proteins involved in conjugation76

to identify conjugative systems from a human gut microbiome genome set. With this approach differences77

between additional cohorts in the relative abundances of extracted CEs could be recognized. While the78

differences between cohorts found using the two methods were not identical, both methods did illustrate that79

different age and population cohorts were distinct. As well, the taxonomic compositions of the assembled CEs80

and MAGs were different within cohorts. Finally, we demonstrate that the majority of conjugative systems81

produced by a metagenomic assembly are not included in high-quality bins that were used to compose human82

gut microbiome genome sets. Our findings provide a roadmap to integrate the analysis of conjugative systems83

alongside the chromosomal content of bacteria.84

Methods85

Assembly and identification of conjugative systems in North American short-86

read data87

Samples belonging to a North American IBD (n=50) [25] and a North American pre-term infant cohort88

(n=51) [26] were assembled de novo (Supplemental Table 1). Reads from these samples were downloaded89

from the Sequence Read Archive using the SRA toolkit version 2.9.2, deduplicated with dedupe.sh [27],90

and trimmed with Trimmomatic version 0.36 [28] with options LEADING:10 TRAILING:10. Processed reads91

were assembled sample-by-sample using SPAdes version 3.14.0, option --meta [29]. The resultant assemblies92

were imported into Anvi’o version 6.0 [30] where the presence of T4SS, T4CP, and relaxase proteins were93

predicted using the anvi-run-hmms module, which integrates HMMER3 functionality [31]. Contigs that94

contained pHMM matches for all three classes of conjugative proteins were extracted and annotated by95

aligning open reading frames (ORFs) predicted with Prodigal version 2.6.3 [32] to the UniRef90 database96

[24]. Subregions of the contigs where annotations for conjugative proteins were present, with no more than 2097

ORFs between successive UniRef90 annotations for conjugative proteins, were extracted. The processed read98

data were mapped to the extracted conjugative systems using Bowtie2 version 2.3.5 [33] with the settings99

--no-unal --no-mixed --no-discordant. Extraction of the subregions was to avoid an artificially high100

proportion of reads mapping in samples where the bacterium is present, but the ICE has not integrated in101

its chromosome (Supplemental Figure 1). Taxonomic prediction of the contigs was conducted with Kaiju102

version 1.7.2 utilizing the RefSeq non-redundant protein database [34]. MOB-suite verion 1.4.9.1 was utilized103

to characterize the incompatibility grouping of the conjugative system, if possible [35]. PlasFlow version 1.1.0104

was used to classify whether the system was chromosomally integrated or a plasmid [22]. The proportion of105

reads mapping to the conjugative systems was extracted from the Bowtie2 output, and the mapping data106

was visualized using Anvi’o [30]. Raw counts of reads mapping to the extracted conjugative systems were107

transformed using a centered log-ratio. The principal component coordinates of the first 2 components were108
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used for clustering by hdbscan [36].109

Binning of Assemblies110

For each assembly, all 101 samples were mapped to the contigs using Bowtie2 [33]. The mapping files111

were sorted and indexed with SAMtools [37] and then the assemblies were binned using MetaBAT2 version112

2.12.1 [38]. CheckM version 1.1.2 was used to assess the quality of the resultant bins [39]. High-quality113

bins were defined using the same cutoffs (>90% completion and <5% redundancy) as Almeida et al (2019)114

defined. Bins not passing that threshold were classified as “low-quality”. The previously identified contigs115

with conjugative systems were classified based on their presence in bins, and the types of bins they were116

present in. Results of this classification were visualized using SankeyMATIC (http://sankeymatic.com/).117

Taxonomic composition comparison of assembled genetic elements118

To compare the taxonomic composition Contig Annotation Tool (CAT) and Bin Annotation Tool (BAT)119

[40] were used to assign for conjugative elements and metagenome assembled genomes respectively. Reads120

were mapped to the all conjugative elements and all bins independently using Bowtie2 [33] with the settings121

--no-unal --no-mixed --no-discordant. The number of reads per sample mapping to each phylum was122

obtained by aggregating data output by the idxstats function of SAMtools [37].123

Reference human gut metagenome set124

A near-complete and non-redundant set of human gut microbiome genomes were downloaded from the Euro-125

pean Bioinformatics Institute FTP site (ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/metagenomics/umgs_analyses/)126

[21]. These genomes were assembled from 13,133 metagenomic samples using SPAdes [29] and binned using127

MetaBAT2 [38]. The quality of binned genomes were assessed using CheckM [39]. High-quality genomes128

were defined as >90% completeness and <5% contamination and medium-quality genomes were defined as129

>50% completeness and <10% contamination, and these genomes were used to create the non-redundant130

set of genomes. The program dRep was used to cluster the genomes at 99% sequence identity [41] thereby131

dereplicating the genome bins, creating a set of 2505 genomes.132

Identifying and quantifying conjugative systems in reference human gut133

metagenome set134

ORFs were predicted in the genome by Prodigal version 2.6.3 [32]. The predicted protein sequences were135

then aligned to the UniRef90 database [24] using the Diamond protein aligner version 0.9.14 [42]. Contigs136

were extracted from the genomes if they contained annotations for a relaxase/mobilization protein and a type137

IV secretion/type IV coupling protein using a word-search strategy. MOB-suite verion 1.4.9.1 was utilized138

to characterize the incompatibility grouping of the conjugative system, if possible [35]. PlasFlow version139
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1.1.0 was used to classify whether the system was predicted to be chromosomally integrated or located on140

a plasmid [22]. Short-read data from 785 samples (Supplemental Table 2) [25, 26, 43–48] were downloaded141

from the Sequence Read Archive using the SRA toolkit version 2.9.2. The reads were processed and aligned142

to the regions of the contigs where type IV conjugative systems were located using the previously described143

methods. The principal component coordinates of the first 3 components were used for clustering by hdbscan144

[36].145

Results146

Conjugative systems identified from assembly of short-read data distinguish147

North American cohorts148

51 samples from a pre-term infant cohort and 50 from a North American IBD cohort were assembled sample-149

by-sample using metaSPAdes [29] to identify T4SS conjugative systems from a full pool of assembled contigs150

(i.e. not binned) and to compare the relative abundances of these systems between cohorts. These two cohorts151

were selected for their expected differences in microbiome composition and the sequencing quality available.152

For these analyses, contigs with conjugative systems were defined by pHMM matches for a relaxase, a type153

IV coupling protein, and a type IV secretion system, which offers a fast and precise method to annotate a154

limited number of protein families. From the assembly of the pre-term infant cohort 96 of 470500 contigs met155

the criteria, whereas 268 of 15100646 contigs from the IBD cohort did (Supplemental Table 3). Predicted156

ORFs from contigs with conjugative systems were aligned to the UniRef90 database and the subregions157

with conjugative systems were extracted. The short-read data from all 101 samples were mapped to all 391158

subregions of conjugative proteins.159

The patterns of conjugative system occurrence and relative abundance in the two cohorts are distinct (Figure160

3). Furthermore, most identified conjugative contigs were private to the cohort from which they were161

assembled. Conjugative systems belonging to the Proteobacteria phylum were only assembled from pre-term162

infant samples and did not have any apparent occurrence in the IBD cohort. When the log-transformed163

principal component analysis data were clustered with hdbscan [36], the two cohorts formed separate clusters164

(Figure 4, Supplemental Figure 2). These findings show that North American pre-term infants have a165

strikingly different array of conjugative systems than the North American IBD cohort.166

Taxonomic compositions of conjugative elements and metagenome assembled167

genomes are discordant168

The proportions of phyla assigned with CAT/BAT present in the assembled conjugative elements and binned169

metagenome assembled genomes differ for those assembled from the preterm term infant samples (Figure 5a)170

and the IBD samples (Figure 5b). The differences are generally similar in both cohorts; For both cohorts171
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there are a greater proportion of assembled Bacteroidetes CEs compared to Bacteroidetes MAGs and lower172

proportions of Actinobacteria and Firmicutes CEs than MAGs. Similary, there are also more CEs in both173

cohorts that cannot have taxonomy successfully assigned, likely due to their fewer ORFs present for CAT174

to utilize as well as the possibility of some being phage [49]. In contrast, a greater proportion of CEs than175

MAGs were assembled from the Proteobacteria in the preterm infant samples, whereas in the IBD samples,176

there were no Proteobacteria conjugative elements assembled at all.177

The number of assembled elements is not a perfect proxy for comparing to groups because there may be a CEs178

or MAGs that do not assemble, yet are present in the community, and thus do not provide a real indication of179

the relative abundances of the elements and how they compare between CEs and MAGs. As such, the reads180

from the two cohorts were mapped to all assembled CEs and binned MAGs to compare the composition of the181

communities based on the abundances. Taxonomic composition of reads mapping to CEs and MAGs is more182

simlar than the proportion of assembled CEs and MAGs (Figure 5c and Figure 5d). However, there are still183

some notable deviations such as there being no reads mapping to Proteobacteria CEs from the IBD cohort,184

but there being successfully assembled and binned Proteobacteria genomes present. Furthermore, while the185

proportion of assembled Proteobacteria CEs was greater than Proteobacteria MAGs for the preterm infant186

cohort, a greater proportion of the reads aligned to the Proteobacteria MAGs than CEs. For the preterm187

infant cohort, an outsized proportion of reads mapped to taxonomically unassigned elements, which makes188

it difficult to make unambiguous assertions. However, for the data which has taxonomic assignments, it189

appears that the taxonomic composition of the CEs is different than the MAGs.190

Mapping human gut microbiome data from cohorts to conjugative systems re-191

veals distinct patterns192

Next, we explored relative abundances of conjugative systems in a larger number of cohorts, without having193

to conduct computationally-expensive metagenomic assemblies. For this analysis, conjugative systems were194

identified from a set of 2505 bacterial genomes, which represent a non-redundant and near-complete picture195

of the human gut microbiome [21]. A total of 1598 contigs from 787 genomes that contain UniRef90 anno-196

tations for relaxase/mobilization and T4SS/T4CP proteins were identified (Supplemental Table 3). From197

these contigs, 3216 subregions where conjugative protein annotations were concentrated on the contig were198

extracted (Supplemental Figure 1), with 2413 being >1kb in size and used for visualization. Short-read199

human gut microbiome sequencing data from 785 samples, spread across 8 cohorts were aligned to the ex-200

tracted subregions (Supplemental Table 1). With the conjugative systems identified from the human gut201

metagenome set, the two North American cohorts that were previously analyzed are still distinct, albeit in202

a different way (Figure 6). Only a very small number of the reads from the North American and European203

Infant cohorts mapped to conjugative systems. The only notable signal is in the Proteobacteria phylum for204

the North American pre-term infants, a finding consistent with what was found by de novo assembly. The205
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West African and South American cohorts also share similar characteristics as both have an overall lower206

apparent relative abundance of conjugative systems compared to the other non-infant cohorts, particularly207

in the Bacteroidetes phylum. The other four cohorts appear similar with regards to the presence and absence208

of the conjugative systems. The cohorts separated into three distinct clusters (Figure 7, Supplemental Figure209

3), when the principal components of the centered log-ratio transformed data were clustered using hdbscan210

[36]. In this analysis infant cohorts were excluded because of their extreme sparsity. The majority of the211

West African and South American samples clustered together consistent with Figure 6. Not readily apparent212

from the cladogram was the East Asian cohort that clustered primarily on its own. The North American213

Indigenous, North American IBD, and Western European general samples largely clustered together. Like214

the conjugative systems identified from the de novo assemblies of short-read data, the relative abundances215

of conjugative systems identified from a human gut metagenome set separated cohorts into distinct groups.216

The majority of conjugative systems identified by assembly are omitted from217

metagenomic bins218

The assemblies were binned using MetaBAT2 [38], which was also used to bin the MAGs in the human219

gut genome set used in the prior analyses[21] to further explore how conjugative systems are distributed220

within common metagenomic analyses. Of the 364 assembled contigs containing pHMM matches to all three221

protein categories, 270 were not included in any metagenomic bins (Figure 8). For the 94 contigs included222

in metagenomic bins, 65 of those were found in high-quality bins (>90% completion and <5% redundancy).223

This is in stark contrast to the background binning rate of contigs; For contigs above 5kb in size the binning224

rate with MetaBAT2 [38] was 70.4% (116112/164843 contigs) and for contigs above 10kb the binning rate was225

79.1% (57214/72300 contigs). Among the 29 contigs included in bins that do not meet the aforementioned226

threshold, 8 are within bins that are less than or equal to 1 megabase in size, potentially suggesting that227

fragments of a conjugative plasmid may have binned together.228

Discussion229

The relative abundances of conjugative systems identified from MAGs and isolate genomes from the human230

gut differ between cohorts in a similar manner to how relative abundances of human gut MAGs of different231

species are differential between cohorts [50]. The infant cohorts stood out the most from the other cohorts;232

the infant gut microbiome is composed largely of members of the genus Bifidobacteria and is recognized as233

being distinct to the microbiomes of adults over the first few years of life [51]. Furthermore, we observed234

that the CEs present in the gut microbiome of pre-term infants were distinct from other infants and adults.235

This could be because of exposure to antibiotics from birth and colonization by opportunistic Proteobacteria236

pathogens such as members of the genera Escherichia, Klebsiella, and Enterobacter [26]. As shown in Figure237

6, the only conjugative systems that showed a signal for the samples belonging to the North American238
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pre-term infants were those belonging to the Proteobacteria phylum, and while there are the characteristic239

Actinobacteria MAGs present in the infant samples there were not any CEs of that phylum assembled and a240

lower relative abundance of Actinobacteria CEs than MAGs when mapping to those assembled from the IBD241

cohort (Figure 5). The degree of difference in relative abundances of conjugative systems between infants242

and adults suggests that conjugative systems could be a potential biomarker for age, or for the relative243

maturity of the infant microbiome.244

The relative abundances and distributions of conjugative systems in the West African and South American245

cohorts were distinct from the other non-infant cohorts, which is similar to the findings in the relative246

abundances of bacterial species in these cohorts [50]. As well, the East Asian cohort clustered separately from247

the other non-infant cohorts. These findings suggest that conjugative systems might be useful biomarkers248

for other factors beyond just age and further focus on geographical or health-related differences may yet249

reveal additional separation between cohorts based on the relative abundances of conjugative systems.250

We found that a reference bacterial genome set can be useful for identifying coarse differences in the conjuga-251

tive systems between populations; however, this method may not capture the true diversity of conjugative252

between populations, because many conjugative systems may be omitted. To produce MAGs, contigs gener-253

ated by metagenomic assembly are typically binned using a program such as MetaBAT2 [38]. Conjugative254

systems are often more AT rich than the parent genomes [1], which would result in the conjugative system255

and cognate genome not occurring in the same metagenomic bin because binning algorithms use GC content256

as a parameter for clustering. Additionally, plasmids are not necessarily maintained in a unit copy number257

within the cell, causing differential sequence coverage in comparison to the parent genome, which results258

in plasmids being excluded from MAGs. Therefore to capture a more complete image of the conjugative259

systems present in an environment, identification of the systems must take place before binning.260

The assembled contigs were binned with MetaBAT2 [38] as a way of quantifying the effect of binning, which261

revealed that the vast majority of the assembled conjugative systems were not included in metagenomic bins262

and therefore would not be included in a MAG database, which confirms recent findings [23]. The background263

binning rate of contigs carrying type IV conjugative systems was considerably lower than the background264

binning rate of equivalently sized contigs (25.8% compared to 70.4%) Many of the binned conjugative systems265

were not within a bin that would pass the quality cutoff to be included in the genome set as well [21].266

Interestingly, eight of the conjugative systems were binned into low-quality bins that were smaller than267

<1MB in size, which may suggest that the fragments of a conjugative plasmid could be binned together,268

which would increase the completeness of the conjugative system.269
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Conclusions270

Conjugative systems differ between cohorts and require special consideration to ensure that they are included271

in analyses. ICEs and plasmids can carry harmful systems, such as antimicrobial resistance, but also can272

act as vectors for bile salt metabolism and for detoxification modules [3]. These cargo genes are relevant for273

research relating to the gut microbiome’s role in pathogenicity as well as metabolism and digestion. Com-274

prehensive identification and quantification of conjugative systems could allow for association of conjugative275

systems with different health outcomes. Because assembled plasmid-based conjugative systems are rarely276

included in metagenomic bins [23] (Figure 8), they need to be identified and analyzed outside of standard277

binning pipelines. At present, it is not possible to assemble complete plasmids from short-read metagenomic278

data [20], so it may helpful to identify bins containing conjugative systems in an attempt to cluster the frag-279

ments of plasmids present in an assembly together. Identifying type IV conjugative systems using pHMMs280

or annotations and using tools such as PlasFlow [22] to identify plasmids out of a full assembly in parallel281

with standard binning analyses will enhance research of the associations between the human gut microbiome282

and human health.283

In the future, improvements in assembly and binning algorithms will continue to improve the recovery of284

low relative abundance conjugative elements and improve the completeness and accuracy of the assembled285

fragments. Additionally, long-read assembly permits the circularization of genomes and plasmids [52, 53]286

and the binning of plasmids to their cognate genomes using methylation data [54], which will reduce the287

ambiguity of the origins of conjugative systems (i.e. whether they are an ICE or independently circularized288

plasmid) and provide a more complete picture of the cargo they carry and the differences between cohorts.289

Figure 1: Example schematic of the gene organization of a bacterial conjugation system on the Agrobac-
terium tumefaciens pTi plasmid.
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Approach 1: Use metagenome database to 

search for conjugative systems

Approach 2: Assemble raw reads and search assemblies 

for conjugative systems

Download genomes

Predict open reading 

frames using Prodigal

Align open reading frames to UniRef90 

database using Diamond

Extract contigs with UniRef90 

annotations for conjugative proteins

Map short-read sequencing

data to extracted contigs

Download short-read data from

Sequence Read Archive

Sample-by-sample 

metagenomic assembly with metaSPAdes

Identification of conjugative genes 

using hidden Markov models

Extract contigs with HMM 

matches for 

conjugative proteins

Map short-read sequencing 

data to extracted contigs

Metagenomically bin contigs 

using MetaBat2

Extract bins with a contig 

containing HMM matches

 for conjugative proteins

Map short-read sequencing 

data to identified bins

Figure 2: Overview of methods employed in this study. In the left panel is the workflow used to identify
conjugative systems from previously assembled human gut bacterial genomes. The right panel outlines
the workflow for the assembly of select North American samples and the use of pHMMs to identify the
conjugative systems.
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Cohort of Assembled Contig
Phylum

Sample Cohort

Phylum

- Actinobacteria (15)

- Bacteroidetes (109)

- Firmicutes (200)

- N/A (16)

- Proteobacteria (51)

Cohort

- North American IBD (50)

- North American pre-term infant (51)

Figure 3: Anvi’o cladogram of potentially conjugative contigs from 51 North American pre-term infants
samples and 50 North American IBD samples. Inner rings of the phylogram represent individual samples,
second-most outer ring being the phylum of conjugative system as predicted by Kaiju, and the outermost
ring represents the cohort that the conjugative contig was assembled from. Each slice of the circle phylogram
are individual conjugative contig identified by pHMMs of conjugative proteins. For the inner plot, intensity
of the position represents the mean coverage of the contig for a given sample proportional to the other
conjugative systems.
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interval using a multivariate t-distribution about the cluster.
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Figure 5: (a)Taxonomic compositions of conjugative elements (CE) and metagenome-assembled genomes
(MAG) assembled in from the North American pre-term infant samples. (b) Taxonomic compositions of con-
jugative elements (CE) and metagenome-assembled genomes (MAG) assembled in from the North American
inflammatory bowel disease samples. (c) Taxonomic compositions of reads from North American pre-term
infant samples mapping to conjugative elements (CE) and metagenome-assembled genomes (MAG) assem-
bled from both cohorts. (d) Taxonomic compositions of reads from North American inflammatory bowel
disease mapping to conjugative elements (CE) and metagenome-assembled genomes (MAG) assembled from
both cohorts.
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Figure 6: Anvi’o cladogram of potentially conjugative systems originating from 785 samples across 8 cohorts.
Inner rings of the phylogram represent individual samples and the outermost ring being the phylum of
conjugative system. Each slice of the circle phylogram are individual conjugative regions. For each point on
the inner plot, the intensity of the black colouring represents the mean coverage of the system for a given
sample proportional to the other conjugative systems.
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of the extracted conjugative regions from the genome database. Coloured points represent membership to
clusters with grey points not belonging to a cluster. Ellipses represent a 95 percent confidence interval using
a multivariate t-distribution about the cluster.
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Figure 8: Sankey diagram representing the flow of 364 contigs containing conjugative systems into bins
generated by MetaBAT2 from assembled data.
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